Spotswood Primary School
Newsletter
Term 3 Week 1

⚫

Thursday 15th July 2021

“Where everybody is somebody”

Dear Families,
Welcome back to the new Term. As always, it was lovely to see our students coming back to school,
fortunately no-one was caught interstate or needing to quarantine so we were able to start a ‘normal’
week.
The current situation in Victoria could be described as a moving target, we will continue to keep you up
to date as we are provided information. The current COVID-19 safe guidelines for us as a school community are as
follows:
•
•
•

Masks are required to be worn indoors at all times
Masks are required to be worn outdoors when social distancing of 1.5m is not possible
QR code scanning is required for all visitors, including parents, if entering the buildings.
You will no longer be required to register entering the school grounds, but you are required to scan in if you
are entering any of the buildings (e.g. classrooms, office, OHSClub etc)

Music Program
This term we are delighted to share with you that we have expanded our specialist program with the addition of a
music teacher. We warmly welcome Mrs Michelle Papafotiou to our team and can’t wait for our students to start their
sessions with her next week. Michelle has been on a treasure hunt around the school today gathering all of our
musical equipment and has found an interesting collection of instruments! Please read an introduction from Michelle
further in the newsletter today.

Congratulations
Yesterday Mrs Jakson announced some happy news to her class, she is expecting a baby later in the year! She will be
here until early Term 4, and we are currently working on recruiting a new teacher for the duration of her family leave.
I’m sure you will join me in Congratulating Jess on this exciting time for her.

Parking
Thank you to the families who have started to use our pick up and drop off bays this week. Here is a reminder of how it
works:
Guidelines for parents, carers and students
In the drop off and pick up zone drivers:
• are required to be within three metres of their vehicles
• are not permitted to stop or park longer than two minutes
• are not permitted to make U-turns or 3-point turns within the zone
• are not permitted to park across driveways or on nature strips
• are required to park safely in the presence of children
Students should:
• always get into and out of the vehicle on the school side
• know and watch for their parent’s or carer’s car
…continued on next page

Message from the Principal…continued

Please be particularly aware of not making U-turns or 3-point turns in this area. It can be quite congested along Reed
street and this makes it unsafe for oncoming cars and student crossing the road.

NAIDOC Week
This year NAIDOC Week occurred during the school holidays. This week in our classrooms we have recognised that
NAIDOC week celebrates the history, culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. The
theme this year of ‘Heal Country’ encourages us to think about how we protect our lands, waters and sacred sites. We
are also encouraged to heal country by speaking truthfully about our history and build a shared understanding of how
our history is viewed.

Cross Country
Good luck to Jack Elmore who is representing Spotswood Primary School at the Western Metropolitan Regional Cross
Country Championships tomorrow at Brimbank Park. Jack has made it through the school trials, the District event and
the Division event to reach the Regional championships, which is a wonderful achievement! Jack will run 3 kilometres
tomorrow at Brimbank Park. Go Jack!

Happy Birthday Spotswood Primary
On Sunday 18th July, Spotswood Primary School will turn 111 years old! The land in this area was originally occupied
by the Yalukit-willam clan of the Bunurong people and the area was once an abundant hunting ground. Shellfish was
gathered from along the coast and there were also plenty of eels, yabbies and fish in Stony Creek.
John Stewart Spotswood arrived in the late 1839 and purchased land to establish a dairy farm. One of his six children,
George Spotswood was the proprietor of the Spottiswoode Hotel on Hudsons Road and in 1905 the area previously
known as Edom became Spotswood.
As the suburb grew to be an industrial hub and the population increased, residents approached the Education
Department to establish a school so that their children would not need to walk long distances to Yarraville, Newport
and Williamstown.
Spotswood Primary started in a hall in Robert Street (now the Jehovah’s Witness hall) and in the first year, there were
only classes for Grade 1, 2 and 3. The school buildings we are in now opened a few years later in 1914.
Here is one of the earliest photos of Spotswood Primary School students!

…continued on next page
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Pupil Free Day – Monday 9th August
Schools hold four pupil free days throughout the year. These days are important for staff in that they enable us to work
together as a whole staff on professional development, assessment, reporting and wider school planning.
We held two of our pupil free days at the start of the year and this term we have scheduled our third pupil free day on
Monday 9th August.
The focus of the day for us will be Koorie Cultural Understanding and Safety Training (CUST). This is training for all
schools as part of the Marrung Aboriginal Education Plan and aims to increase our understanding of Koorie culture,
history and experience and to develop practices that ensure culturally inclusive and safe schools. We look forward to
sharing our learnings with our school community.
OSHClub will run a full day program for students of families who may require care and supervision on that day.
Jackie Green
Principal

Curriculum Update – Term 3 Week 2
Prep
Reading
Writing

Spelling
Maths
SWPB /
Respectful
Relationships
Grade 1 / 2
Reading

Writing

Spelling
Maths
SWPB /
Respectful
Relationships
Grade 3 / 4
Reading

Writing
Spelling

WALT: recognise the features of a narrative.
WALT use specific language to talk about the features of a book eg: beginning, ending, problem, character
Narrative
WALT: Write a beginning and an ending to a story
WALT: Think of topics that are interesting to write about
The vet will see your pet.
Volume & Capacity
Topic 4 - Problem Solving

Mentor text: Home
Inferring
*infer meaning from a text by looking at the pictures
*Talk about characters’ feeling as inferred from the story
*Make inferences about where the story takes place
Analysing
*understand that there may be different genres in each of the larger categories of fiction and nonfiction
*distinguish between realistic fiction and fantasy
*understand what distinguished fiction from non-fiction
Fluency
*read both orally and silently at a rate that reflects fluent processing
During this week the students will be assisting in beginning to organise and plan an information report on
kangaroos. They will understand that to write an information report, the writer needs to organise the
information into subheadings and use topic specific vocabulary. The students will also continue to engage in
the Writing Cycle.
Plurals adding ‘es’
Time
We are learning to identify and deal with our worries

Mentor Text:
What a Waste: pp12&13
Book of Nature Poetry: Vocab
I Like Being Me:
https://www.getepic.com/app/read/68930 (p46)
Genre focus: Poetry
Convention focus: Punctuation mini lessons
suffix - ness

Maths

SWPB /
Respectful
Relationships
Grade 5 / 6
Reading

Time
Identify and understand quarter to and quarter past
Read time to the nearest minute
Calculate elapsed time
Units of time
Understand 24 hour time
Revision from term 2
Mentor Text - We are all Born Free
*understand the connotative meanings of words that contribute to the tone of a text
*ask and answer questions related to the test before, during and after reading
Literature Circles- rotation 4
weekly meetings and sharing of information.
-summarise important parts of a text (chapters or sections) in a way that addresses specific questions or
clarify the larger meaning

Writing

WALT: understand what a ‘hybrid text’ is, and then create our own hybrid text using the 6+1 writing cycle.
PODCAST Mars Patel- listening, summarising and predicting

Spelling

/et/ as in ballet
/ai/ as in rain
Pattern and Algebra
WALT-Perform calculations involving grouping symbols without the use of digital technologies
Rotational groups x 6
focus on positive relationships, coping, Cyber safety, positive friendships, resilience, self-esteem and
confidence

Maths
SWPB /
Respectful
Relationships

Specialist Curriculum Update
Prep
Art
Japanese

PE

TBA
Greetings, Introductions & Classroom expressions Contd.
Classroom directions song; Stand up/sit down: Tatte/Suwatte
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-vPmoyoSgs&ab_channel=RichardGraham
Topic: My body
Song: Me, Mimi, Hana
Athletics - Running relays

Grade 1 / 2
Art
Japanese

PE

TBA
Classroom Directions & Expressions Contd.
Topic: Feelings
“How are you? / O’genki desu ka”
Tokyo Olympics – Make the Beat (clapping/cheering sequence)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHCe_iR1R_M&ab_channel=Tokyo2020
Athletics -Event practice

Grade 3 / 4
Art
Japanese

PE

TBA
Classroom Directions & Expressions Contd.
Topic: Sports
What do you play/ do?/ Nani o’shimasu ka.
Tokyo Olympics – Make the Beat (clapping/cheering sequence)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHCe_iR1R_M&ab_channel=Tokyo2020
Soccer

Grade 5 / 6
Art
Japanese

PE

TBA
Classroom Directions & Expressions Contd.
Kore wa nan desu ka/What is this? /Classroom Stationery & Asking for things contd.
Tokyo Olympics – Make the Beat (clapping/cheering sequence)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHCe_iR1R_M&ab_channel=Tokyo2020
Soccer

Continuous Reporting
Over the next few weeks, we will begin the initial roll out of our new Continuous Reporting timeline. In
each curriculum update we will let you know which assessments will be released in the following week. As
we have mentioned, you will receive an email letting you know that there is a piece on the Portal for you
to review.
So, what will this look like?
The teachers will use a variety of ways to give you feedback on how your child is going. Initially this will be
only on mathematical concepts, however it will be expanded over the next few terms.
Feedback will consist of one, or a combination of the below.
A Comment – the teacher may provide a personalised comment of the work completed by the student. It
may provide you with information around what they have achieved as well as areas for future learning.
Achievement Dot Point – the teacher may issue a dot point based entirely around the students benchmark
achievement on the task. This is based around the 5 point scale grading from Well above Standard, Above
Standard, At Standard, Below Standard and Well Below Standard.
Personal Growth Dot Point – this dot point will indicate the growth in student’s achievement from the
beginning of a unit to the end of the unit. Eg: There might be a time where your child receives a ‘Below
Standard’ dot point, yet a ‘High Personal Growth’ dot point to accompany it. This would indicate that the
student may not have reached the Curriculum Benchmark Standard, yet they have made great progress in
their personal achievement over the unit. Growth will be reported as High, Standard and Low.
Effort Dot Point – this dot point indicates the student’s attitude and the amount of effort that they have
put into this particular task. It will be reported as Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Needs Attention.
Emma Vasilevski
Assistant Principal

Spotswood Parent Support Group for Neurodiversity
Sunday 25th July 2:00pm-4:00pm
A casual afternoon tea will be hosted in the multi-purpose room.
Is your child is neurodiverse in some way? i.e. Dyslexia, Autism, have Specific Learning Difficulties (SLD), Sensory
Processing differences, ADHD or other.
Or are you just concerned your child is struggling and you’re not sure how to support them?
As a parent, it can be isolating and you may not always know where to turn for advice, resources, or emotional
support. There are many parents in our community at Spotswood Primary School who share this journey. This is an
invitation to meet other parents and make connections with kindred spirits, share experiences, resources, and
emotional support.
If meeting with a group isn't for you but you would like to be in touch via email please let Jackie or Sharon know and
they can link you into our email loop.
The group will be hosted by parents Marisa Magee and Penny Baron, two of our School Councillors, and Jackie
Green our Principal. This group is being established in the spirit of the current school's focus on student well-being
with a view to planning future gatherings.
RSVP to Sharon at spotswood.ps@education.vic.gov.au by Thursday 22nd July.

What’s Happening in Our Classrooms
Prep – Weather
This week in Prep we have begun our new Inquiry topic, Weather. We have shared and discussed what we already
know about weather and we recorded some wonderings. We even started exploring different things caused by
weather, this week we had a look at rainbows and how they’re created!
Leticia Atkinson
Prep/1 Classroom Teacher

Years 1 & 2 – Money, Money, Money!
This week the 1/2s have been learning about MONEY MONEY MONEY! We have explored the value of Australian
coins and notes and practiced our skip counting using coins. We have played lots of games (boards games and iPad
games) to help us add coins together and even used notes and coins to buy things around the classroom. We have
compared different values and begun developing our skills of giving change. We love playing with money so please
ask us to help with the shopping!
Sally Uldrikis
1/2 Classroom Teacher

Years 3 & 4 – Our Human Footprint
The 3/4 classes have been excited to start our new Inquiry topic – Our Human Footprint. This week, we have been
thinking about the power of Mother Nature and sharing our knowledge about nature and the environment. Next week,
we’re looking forward to our excursion to the Melbourne Museum to see the Dynamic Earth exhibition. We’ll also be
going to the IMAX theatre to watch Story of Earth. We’re going to use the information we gather on our excursion to
pose some BIG questions and set our learning focus for this Inquiry topic - we can’t wait!
Taryn McCamley
3/4 Classroom Teacher

Year 5 & 6 – Australia Becomes a Nation
For our Inquiry unit ‘Australia becomes a nation’, 5/6 students have been working hard to produce a summative task.
The task is to create a game that can be used to educate the players on significant events and people, who have
helped shape Australia in becoming a nation. Students will also follow the functional writing procedure, by writing
detailed instructions on how to play the game. It has been amazing to see the creativity and innovation applied by the
students to create these games, well done to everyone so far!
Ruby Cridland
5/6 Classroom teacher

Specialists – Music
Hi Spotswood Primary School community. My name is Mrs P and I'm so
excited to be teaching music at your school! I'm a contemporary vocalist and
studied music at university. I love listening to soul, rock, pop and jazz music.
My favourite singer is Aretha Franklin.
I'm looking forward to creating music with you all!
Mrs P

In Other News…
Tee Ball
Congratulations is extended to the 5/6 Tee Ball team who recently represented our school at the Hobson Bay and
Wyndham Division championships. The students played two very hard fought games and displayed superb skills in
both the fielding and batting areas in what were extremely cold conditions at The Stand in Williamstown. The
sportsmanship and encouragement was most impressive and all players should be very proud of their individual and
collective achievements.
Gabrielle Mullins
Tee Ball Coach

ART ROOM DONATIONS
The art room needs your help! We are after donations of baby wipes, paper towelling and newspaper.
If you can donate any or all we would very much appreciate it.
Baby wipes: we use the $2 packet CUB brand fragrance free or lightly scented from Coles but will happily
accept other types.
Paper towelling: perforated for easy tearing.
Newspaper: lots of it!
Thank you,
Ms Asp

Student Awards
Congratulations to the following students who will receive an award this week:
Prep H ........ Angus Creaney - for always being kind, considerate and helpful to others. Well done!
Prep V ........ Georgia Sarantis - sharing some lovely ideas about characters during our reading session. Well done!
Prep/1A ...... Porshia Madill - for putting your best effort into all learning tasks and always being a kind and caring
classmate! Thanks Porshia!
1 / 2 J ......... Mabel Harrold-Bear - for her eager attitude towards learning this week, particularly towards Numeracy.
Thank you for participating in class discussion and your enthusiasm to learn.
1 / 2 K ......... Harry Gale - for always being showing kindness to others and for being thoughtful as well. Thank you
Harry!
1 / 2 P ......... Millie Boothroyd - for showing a growth mindset by tackling really difficult reading books with
determination, enthusiasm and skill
1 / 2 U ......... Mia Abu Bakar - always being an enthusiastic member of the class and helping out whenever you can
3 / 4 B ......... Eamon Needham - for an amazing start to term by showing commitment and determination to achieve
your short and long term learning goals. Keep it up!
3 / 4 J ......... Benjamin Slade - by sharing his fantastic knowledge during inquiry this week and asking well thought out
questions. Great job, Ben!
3 / 4 M ........ Orlando Garrett - making a great start to the term, making good choices in class, and looking for
opportunities to support his own learning. Really well done, Orlando

5 / 6 C ......... Nia Daniels - for consistently setting a good example for her peers in her learning, where she is
displaying a fantastic understanding of the current Inquiry unit. Well done Nia!
5 / 6 M ........ Milos Sajnovic - for working hard to create a board game to teach users about Australia as a Nation.
Congratulations on creating an impressive game!
5 / 6 T ......... Arutha Soussan - putting effort into ensuring he is being attentive and applying himself during learning
time. Well done Arutha!

Dates To Remember:
Wednesday 21st July ................. Grade 3/4 Excursion to IMAX & Melbourne Museum
Sunday 25th July ........................ Support Group for Neurodiversity (2pm-4pm)
Friday 30th July .......................... House Sports Day at Newport Athletics Track (All students and staff)

To:
Neil, Liana, Ilias, Flynn D

